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ABSTRACT

Normothermic machine perfusion (NMP) of kidneys offers the opportunity to 
perform active interventions, such as the addition of mesenchymal stromal 
cells (MSCs), to an isolated organ prior to transplantation. The purpose of this 
study was to determine whether administering MSCs to kidneys during NMP 
is feasible, what the effect of NMP is on MSCs and whether intact MSCs are 
retained in the kidney and to which structures they home. Viable porcine kidneys 
were obtained from a slaughterhouse. Kidneys were machine perfused during 
7 h at 37 °C. After 1 h of perfusion at either 0, 105, 106 or 107 human adipose 
tissue derived MSCs were added. Additional ex vivo perfusions were conducted 
[MXL�ƽYSVIWGIRX�TVI�PEFIPPIH�FSRI�QEVVS[�HIVMZIH�17'W�XS�EWWIWW�PSGEPMWEXMSR�
and survival of MSCs during NMP. After NMP, intact MSCs were detected by 
immunohistochemistry in the lumen of glomerular capillaries, but only in the 
����17'�KVSYT��8LI�I\TIVMQIRXW�[MXL�ƽYSVIWGIRX�TVI�PEFIPPIH�17'W�WLS[IH�
that only a minority of glomeruli were positive for infused MSCs and most of 
these glomeruli contained multiple MSCs. Flow cytometry showed that the 
number of infused MSCs in the perfusion circuit steeply declined during NMP 
to approximately 10%. In conclusion, the number of circulating MSCs in the 
perfusate decreases rapidly in time and after NMP only a small portion of the 
MSCs are intact and these appear to be clustered in a minority of glomeruli.

INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to decrease waiting time for a donor kidney, donation after 
circulatory death (DCD) is starting to play a more prominent role in many 
transplant centres [1]. DCD is associated with an elevated risk of inferior early 
transplant outcome, as a result of the inevitable detrimental effect of warm 
ischaemia [2,3].

Preserving the function of ischaemically damaged kidney grafts is of vital 
importance for an effective transplantation. Pre-transplant machine perfusion 
could enable active organ conditioning and provides a platform for interventions 
prior to transplantation [4]. This is preferably done under near-physiological 
conditions, through (sub)normothermic machine perfusion at or just below 37 °C 
[5]. Normothermic machine perfusion (NMP) restores organ metabolism outside 
the body in absence of an allogeneic immune response prior to transplantation 
and this may reverse some effects of ischaemia. In addition, NMP may also 
allow for a better pre-transplant assessment of organ viability, compared to 
cold organ preservation techniques [6]. Finally, NMP could provide a platform 
for active interventions to an isolated organ prior to transplantation, such as 
administering cellular therapy.

Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) could potentially improve the clinical 
outcome of kidney transplantations. MSCs are multipotent stromal cells that can 
be isolated from different tissue sources, including bone marrow and adipose 
XMWWYI�?�A��17'W�EVI�HIƼRIH�F]�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�WXERHEVH�GVMXIVME��XLI�TSXIRXMEP�
to differentiate into osteoblasts, adipocytes and chondrocytes, adherence to 
plastic, the expression of surface markers CD105, CD90 and CD73, lack of 
expression of hematopoietic markers CD45, CD34 and endothelial marker CD31 
[8,9]. MSCs have several attractive features, such as the modulation of innate 
immunity as well as adaptive immune responses [9,10]. In addition, MSCs are 
reported to facilitate repair of damaged tissue [10]. Current analyses suggest 
that treatment with MSCs will improve the outcome of cell and solid organ 
transplantation [11–13]. The desired immune modulating and regenerative 
effects can be achieved with either autologous or allogeneic MSCs [10]. So far, 
research has mainly focused on intravenous (IV) infusion of MSCs to kidney 
graft recipients after transplantation. These cells will most likely never reach the 
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transplanted kidney, as studies show that IV infused MSCs do not migrate beyond 
the lungs [14]. In order for MSCs to be physically present in the injured target 
organ, direct infusion into the graft renal artery may be the solution. In addition, 
administering cellular therapy in a high concentration to only the isolated organ 
prior to transplantation could be advantageous, since the transplant recipient 
will not be systemically exposed to most of these cells and, in the absence of a 
host immune response, the effect of therapy may commence earlier. NMP could 
be an ideal platform for such an intervention [15]. The purpose of this study was 
to determine whether administering MSCs during NMP is technically feasible, 
what the effect of NMP is on the survival of MSCs, whether intact MSCs can be 
detected in the kidney after NMP and to which renal structures these cells localise.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

����3VKER�ERH�&PSSH�6IXVMIZEP
In this pre-clinical study, we utilised porcine kidneys, as they closely resemble 
human kidneys in anatomical and physiological characteristics. Kidneys 
and autologous, heparinised whole blood were obtained from two local 
slaughterhouses. Kidneys underwent 30 minutes of warm ischemia before cold 
ƽYWL�[MXL�9;�'7��&IP^IV�9;�GSPH�WXSVEKI�WSPYXMSR��&VMHKI�XS�0MJI�0XH��'SPYQFME��
SC, USA) and storage on melting ice (0–4ºC). Washed, leukocyte depleted 
EYXSPSKSYW�VIH�FPSSH�GIPP�GSRGIRXVEXI�[EW�SFXEMRIH�F]�ƼPXIVMRK��GIRXVMJYKMRK�
and washing porcine blood.

����4IVJYWMSR�7IXYT
The perfusion circuit contained a pump unit (Medos Deltastream Pumpdrive 
DP2) with a centrifugal pump (both Medos Medizintechnik AG, Stolberg, 
Germany), an oxygenator/heat exchanger (Dideco Kids D100 neonatal 
oxygenator, Sorin LivaNova Nederland NV, Amsterdam, Netherlands, or Hilite 
����08��1IHSW�1IHM^MRXIGLRMO�%+��7XSPFIVK��+IVQER]�ERH�E�QSHMƼIH�0MJI4SVXo�
organ chamber with SealRing cannula (Organ Recovery Systems, Itasca, IL, 
USA). Perfusate temperature was kept at 37ºC. The perfusate was oxygenated 
with carbogen (95% O2/ 5% CO2). Flow was monitored using an ultrasonic 
GPEQT�SR�ƽS[�TVSFI��8VERWSRMG�7]WXIQW�-RG���-XLEGE��2=��97%��4VIWWYVI�[EW�
measured directly at the SealRing cannula using a clinical-grade pressure sensor 
(TruWave disposable pressure transducer, Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, CA, 

USA). The setup was primed with 500 mL Williams’ Medium E (Gibco William’s 
Medium E + GlutaMAXTM, Life Technologies Limited, Bleiswijk, Netherlands) 
supplemented with amoxicillin-clavulanate 1000 mg/200 mg (Sandoz B.V., 
Almere, Netherlands) and 40 g of albumin (bovine serum albumin fraction V, 
GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences, Pasching, Austria) to obtain a physiological colloid 
concentration. After priming, 350 mL of pure red blood cells (RBCs) were added. 
The kidney was perfused in a pressure controlled, pulsatile sinusoid fashion 
at an arterial pressure of 120/80 mmHg during 7 hours. Cold ischaemia time 
ranged from 3.5 to 5.0 hours.

����-WSPEXMSR��'YPXYVI�ERH�-RJYWMSR�SJ�17'W
Adipose tissue-derived MSCs were isolated from human perirenal fat, a 
clinical waste product of regular living donor nephrectomies in the University 
Medical Center Groningen. Informed consent was obtained from patients prior 
to organ donation. The choice to use human instead of porcine MSCs during 
this experiment was based on the idea that human MSCs would be easier 
to detect in the context of an abundance of porcine renal tissue. In addition, 
using human instead of porcine MSCs, means that we are testing the eventual 
clinical product. Due to the absence of circulating immune cells and antibodies, 
relevant xeno-effects are less likely to occur in an ex-vivo perfusion setup. The 
adipose tissue was mechanically disrupted and minced using a disposable 
WGEPTIP�ORMJI��2I\X�� XLI�XMWWYI�[EW�IR^]QEXMGEPP]�HMKIWXIH�YWMRK�ƼPXIVIH�����
mg/mL collagenase type IV (Life Technologies), dissolved in RPMI medium 
(RPMI Medium 1640 + GlutaMAXTM, Life Technologies) supplemented with 1% 
p/s (100 U/mL penicillin and 100 mg/mL streptomycin) during 30 min at 37ºC. 
After centrifugation at 700G for 7 min, the adipose tissue and medium were 
removed. The cell pellet was resuspended in minimal essential medium eagle-
EPTLE��1)1�»�WYTTPIQIRXIH�[MXL���	�JSIXEP�FSZMRI�WIVYQ��*&7���	�T�W�ERH�
2 mM L-glutamine (Life Technologies). The cells were then transferred to a cell 
GYPXYVI�ƽEWO�ERH�I\TERHIH�EX���{'��8LI�GYPXYVI�QIHMYQ�[EW�VIJVIWLIH�X[MGI�
IEGL�[IIO��8LI�17'W�[IVI�XV]TWMRMWIH�[LIR�XLI]�[IVI���	�XS���	�GSRƽYIRX��
For each experiment, an MSC suspension from freshly trypsinised MSCs was 
prepared 1 h before infusion. Reportedly, in humans, the most appropriate dose 
of MSCs is 0.4–10 x 106 MSCs per kilogram body weight, as this does not lead to 
ER]�WMKRMƼGERX�EHZIVWI�IJJIGXW�?��A��,S[IZIV��XLIVI�MW�IZMHIRGI�XLEX�LMKLIV�HSWIW�
of MSCs are also safe [17]. As the weight of porcine kidneys we obtained was in 
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the order of 250 g, we chose two doses that were within the earlier mentioned 
range and one that was well above. The correct number of cells (0, 105, 106 or 
107��Rɸ!ɸ��TIV�KVSYT�[IVI�HMWWSPZIH�MR���Q0�SJ�;MPPMEQWƅ�1IHMYQ�)�MR�E�W]VMRKI��
After 1 h of machine perfusion of the kidney, MSCs were added in a time span 
of 10 s via the arterial sample port, which was located very close to the renal 
artery. MSCs from passages 1 to 4 were used for these experiments.

����4VI�PEFIPPMRK�SJ�17'W
As we found that MSC visualisation by means of immunohistochemistry in the 
ƼVWX�JSYV�I\TIVMQIRXEP�KVSYTW�]MIPHIH�WYF�STXMQEP�HMWGVMQMREXMSR��[I�HIGMHIH�XS�
MQTVSZI�XLI�HIXIGXMSR�SJ�17'W�F]�TVI�PEFIPPMRK�GIPPW�[MXL�X[S�WXVSRKP]�ƽYSVIWGIRX�
H]IW��;I�HIGMHIH�XS�W[MXGL�XS�&1�17'W�JSV�XLIWI�I\TIVMQIRXW�XS�GSRƼVQ�XLEX�
these cells behave in the same manner. Also, these cells proved easier to culture 
than A-MSCs. For this purpose, 10 additional experiments were performed 
using 107 bone-marrow derived pre-labelled MSCs. These BM-MSCs were 
provided by the Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC) and culture expanded 
by the Erasmus Medical Center Rotterdam. MSCs were double-labelled with 
PKH26 (Fluorescent Cell Linker kits, Sigma-Aldrich Chemie B.V., Zwijndrecht, 
Netherlands) and Qtracker 655o��'IPP�0EFIPPMRK�OMXW��8LIVQS�*MWLIV�7GMIRXMƼG��
Landsmeer, Netherlands) prior to infusion, following the protocol provided by the 
QERYJEGXYVIVW��-R�ƼZI�I\TIVMQIRXW��XLIWI�TVI�PEFIPPIH�&1�17'W�[IVI�MRJYWIH�
during 7 h NMP of a porcine kidney, following the same protocol as mentioned 
EFSZI��-R�XLI�SXLIV�ƼZI�I\TIVMQIRXW��TVI�PEFIPPIH�&1�17'W�[IVI�MRJYWIH�MRXS�E�
circulating NMP circuit, without a kidney present, to assess the isolated effect 
SJ�214�SR�XLI�WYVZMZEP�SJ�17'W��-R�XLIWI�TIVJYWMSRW��ER�EVXMƼGMEP�VIWMWXERGI�[EW�
GSRRIGXIH�XS�XLI�EVXIVMEP�SYXƽS[�XYFMRK�XS�SFXEMR�WMQMPEV�LEIQSH]REQMGW�HYVMRK�
NMP as observed in experiments with a kidney present.

����*PYSVIWGIRGI�%GXMZEXIH�'IPP�7SVXMRK��*%'7
%W�17'W�[IVI�MQQYRSTLIRSX]TMGEPP]�GLEVEGXIVMWIH�F]�ƽS[�G]XSQIXV]�SR�E�&(�
FACS Canto II (BD Biosciences). As the negative control we used 106 unstained 
MSCs. Test samples contained 106 MSCs with PE Mouse Anti-Human CD73, 
APC Mouse Anti-Human CD105, PerCP-Cy5.5 Mouse Anti-Human CD90, FITC 
Mouse Anti-Human CD31 and PerCP-Cy7 Mouse Anti-Human CD45 (all BD 
Biosciences). In addition, FACS analysis was used to determine the effect of 
NMP on the survival of MSCs during perfusion without a kidney with pre-labelled 

MSCs. For this purpose, hourly perfusate samples were taken. The MSCs could 
FI�MHIRXMƼIH�F]�XLIMV�ƽYSVIWGIRGI�IQMWWMSR�EX�X[S�HMJJIVIRX�[EZIPIRKXLW�EW�E�
result of the PKH26 and Q-tracker 655 pre-labelling. Flow cytometry was also 
performed on perfusate samples and enzymatically disrupted kidney biopsies 
from the experiments with pre-labelled MSCs with a kidney in the perfusion 
circuit. Of each sample, 1 million counts were obtained and analysed through 
ƽS[�G]XSQIXV]�

����,MWXSPSK]�ERH�*PYSVIWGIRGI�QMGVSWGST]
%�JSVQEPMR�Ƽ\IH��TEVEƾR�IQFIHHIH��**4)�FMSTW]�SJ�XLI�YTTIV��PEXIVEP�ERH�PS[IV�
VIREP�GSVXI\��8ɸ!ɸ���8ɸ!ɸ����ERH�8ɸ!ɸ����QMR�SJ�214�[EW�XEOIR�HYVMRK�XLI�ƼVWX�
12 experiments. Visualisation of infused MSCs in the porcine renal tissue was 
performed at all three time points using a monoclonal mouse anti-human HLA 
Class I heavy chain (HC-10), rat anti-mouse polyclonal (RAMPO) and goat anti-
rat polyclonal (GARPO) (all Sigma-Aldrich).
'V]STVIWIVZIH�GSVXMGEP�XMWWYI�FMSTWMIW��8ɸ!ɸ����SJ�XLI�EHHMXMSREP�I\TIVMQIRXW�
with pre-labelled MSCs were imaged with confocal microscopes: entire 
haematoxylin and eosin (HE)-stained slides were scanned in visual light to 
assess morphology (Leica SP8, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and 
slides stained with mounting medium with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
dihydrochloride (DAPI) (Vectashield mounting medium with DAPI, H-1200) (each 
only 4 µm apart from the corresponding HE-stained slide) were imaged at the 
IQMWWMSR�[EZIPIRKXL�GSVVIWTSRHMRK�XS�IEGL�SJ�XLI�ƽYSVIWGIRX�H]IW��HYVMRK�
excitation with the appropriate wavelength laser (LSM Zeiss 780 NLO, Carl Zeiss 
1MGVSWGST]��.IRE��+IVQER]��,)�ERH�ƽYSVIWGIRGI�MQEKIW�[IVI�QIVKIH�YWMRK�
Photoshop CC software (Adobe Systems Incorporated, San José, CA, USA).

����(IXIGXMSR�SJ�-VSR�0EFIPPIH�17'W�HYVMRK�214�MR�ER�16-
To visualise the distribution of MSCs in the kidney during NMP, 1 million BM-
MSCs were labelled with FeraTrack Direct MRI contrast agent (Miltenyi Biotec, 
Leiden, the Netherlands). FeraTrack labels the MSCs with superparamagnetic 
iron oxide nanoparticles. During NMP in an MRI these labelled MSCs were 
infused whilst scanning in one porcine kidney.
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RESULTS

����2SVQSXLIVQMG�QEGLMRI�TIVJYWMSR
Three successful pilots were performed prior to the start of this study. After 
these pilots, no experiments were excluded or repeated. In total, 12 experiments 
were performed with A-MSCs, 10 with pre-labelled BM-MSCs and one experiment 
was performed with FeraTrack labelled MSCs in an MRI scanner. During 
normothermic machine perfusion all kidneys were functional, as they consumed 
oxygen and glucose and produced urine. The addition of MSCs did not lead to 
any macroscopic changes of the kidney nor to changes in haemodynamics.

����'LEVEGXIVMWEXMSR�SJ�17'W�9WMRK�*PYSVIWGIRGI�EGXMZEXIH�'IPP�7SVXMRK��*%'7
FACS analysis showed that the analysed batch of passage 4 A-MSCs indeed 
expressed MSC markers CD105, CD73 and CD90 and lacked expression of 
lymphocyte marker CD45 and endothelial cell marker CD31. The clinical grade 
BM-MSCs were provided by Leiden University Medical Center and were cultured 
and characterised at this GMP facility.

����6IREP�-QQYRSLMWXSGLIQMWXV]
2S�17'W�[IVI�WIIR�EX�Xɸ!ɸ��YWMRK�MQQYRSLMWXSGLIQMWXV]��EX�XLI�GSRXVSP�WPMHIW��
ERH�RIMXLIV�MR�XLI���������SV���QMPPMSR�17'�KVSYTW�EX�EPP�XMQI�TSMRXW��Rɸ!ɸ��TIV�
KVSYT�� -R�XLI����QMPPMSR�KVSYT�� MR�Xɸ!ɸ����QMR�FMSTWMIW�QYPXMTPI�17'W�GSYPH�
FI�MHIRXMƼIH��*MKYVI����8LIWI�17'W�[IVI�PSGEXIH�MR�XLI�PYQIR�SJ�KPSQIVYPEV�
capillaries. None were seen in the tubules. The presence of undamaged MSC 
nuclei in histological biopsies suggests that MSCs were still intact after tissue 
engraftment.

*MKYVI����Red/brown immunohistochemical staining of MSCs in one glomerulus in a biopsy of the 
upper cortex of a kidney after NMP with 107 MSCs added.

����*PYSVIWGIRGI�1MGVSWGST]�MR�XLI�)\TIVMQIRXW�[MXL�4VI�PEFIPPIH�17'W
For a more reliable detection, we decided to perform additional experiments 
in which MSCs were pre-labelled with Q-tracker 655 and PKH and infused in a 
perfusion system with and without a kidney (Rɸ!ɸ5 per group). Selective detection 
SJ�XLIWI�ƽYSVIWGIRX�TVI�PEFIPPIH�17'W�TVSZIH�QSVI�WXVEMKLXJSV[EVH�GSQTEVIH�
to immunohistochemistry. Only a minority of glomeruli showed positive staining, 
LS[IZIV�E�WXVMOMRK�ƼRHMRK�[EW�XLEX�ƽYSVIWGIRX�TSWMXMZI�KPSQIVYPM�SJXIR�GSRXEMRIH�
multiple MSCs, while most neighbouring glomeruli did not contain any MSCs at 
EPP��;MXL�GSRJSGEP�QMGVSWGST]��XLI�ƽYSVIWGIRX�IQMWWMSR�[EZIPIRKXL�SJ�4/,���
�KVIIR�ERH�5XVEGOIV������VIH�GSYPH�FI�MQEKIH�WITEVEXIP]��1SWX�ƽYSVIWGIRX�
hotspots were positive for both dyes. As PKH26 stains cell membranes and 
5XVEGOIV�����WXEMRW�XLI�G]XSTPEWQ��XLMW�ƼRHMRK�MRHMGEXIW�XLEX�XLIWI�GIPPW�EVI�
likely to still be intact after NMP (Figure 2).

*MKYVI����+PSQIVYPEV�4/,�ERH�5XVEGOIV�����ƽYSVIWGIRGI�MR�GSVXMGEP�XMWWYI�EJXIV�214�[MXL���7 
17'W�EHHIH��&SXL�ƽYSVIWGIRX�GLERRIPW�GSQFMRIH��VIH�MR�SZIVZMI[��WLS[MRK�XLEX�QSWX�KPSQ-
eruli were negative and only a minority of glomeruli were positive for infused pre-labelled MSCs. 
-R�EHHMXMSR��WSQI�TSWMXMZI�KPSQIVYPM�GSRXEMRIH�QSVI�XLER�SRI�17'��-RWIX�WLS[W�E��\�QEKRMƼIH�
GSRJSGEP�ƽYSVIWGIRGI�QMGVSWGST]�MQEKI�[MXL�IQMWWMSR�[EZIPIRKXLW�SJ�FSXL�H]IW�WITEVEXIH��
4/,ɸ!ɸKVIIR��5XVEGOIV����ɸ!ɸSVERKI�
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;I�EPWS�GSRWMWXIRXP]�SFWIVZIH�ƽYSVIWGIRX�LSX�WTSXW�MR�XLI�KPSQIVYPM��[LMGL�
solely had positive PKH staining and no Q-tracker signal. As the intracellular 
Q-tracker label washes away, the outer membrane-bound PKH remains attached 
to membrane fragments when a cell breaks up. These hot spots most likely 
indicate disintegrated MSCs (Figure 3).

          
� ���� ���E� � � � � �F

*MKYVI�����E�+PSQIVYPEV�4/,��KVIIR�ERH�5XVEGOIV������VIH��(%4-��FPYI�ƽYSVIWGIRGI�MR�GSVXMGEP�
tissue after NMP with 107 MSCs added indicating intact MSCs; �F�ƽYSVIWGIRX�LSX�WTSX�MR�XLI�
KPSQIVYPM��[LMGL�WSPIP]�LEW�TSWMXMZI�4/,�WXEMRMRK�ERH�RS�5�XVEGOIV�WMKREP��7YGL�ƼRHMRKW�GSYPH�
indicate disintegrated MSCs.

����(IXIGXMSR�SJ�17'W�9WMRK�*PS[�']XSQIXV]�MR�XLI�)\TIVMQIRXW�[MXL�4VI�PE-
FIPPIH�17'W
Perfusate samples from the venous reservoir, as well as perfusate samples from 
XLI�EVXIVMEP�PMRI�[IVI�EREP]WIH�YWMRK�ƽS[�G]XSQIXV]�XS�HIXIVQMRI�XLI�MWSPEXIH�
effect of machine perfusion on MSCs, while NMP was performed without a 
kidney in the circuit (Rɸ!ɸ5). Figure 4 shows the number of circulating MSCs 
at each given time point. Results are shown as mean ±SD. The MSCs were 
EHHIH�EX�XMQI�TSMRX�Xɸ!ɸ����8LI�RYQFIV�SJ�GMVGYPEXMRK�17'W�MR�XLI�VIWIVZSMV�
initially dropped and then slightly increased again after a few hours of perfusion. 
%JXIV�Xɸ!ɸ�����XLI�RYQFIV�SJ�GMVGYPEXMRK�17'W�MR�XLI�ZIRSYW�VIWIVZSMV�HIGVIEWIH�
further. The yellow line, representing the number of circulating MSCs in the 
arterial line, shows similar results. Overall, during the perfusion the number of 
circulating MSCs seemed to be higher in the reservoir than in the arterial line. 

However, the number of cells circulating in the arterial line and in the venous 
reservoir were comparable at the end of each perfusion, and only approximately 
10% of the number of cells that were initially infused were left.

*MKYVI����Graph of the MSCs circulating during NMP in the venous reservoir and the arterial line 
EJXIV�XLI�EHHMXMSR�SJ����QMPPMSR�17'W�EX�Xɸ!ɸ���

In the perfusions with a kidney in the circuit (Rɸ!ɸ5), kidney biopsies were 
dissociated into single-cell suspensions to be able to detect MSCs that are 
retained in the kidney. Perfusate samples from the arterial line, as well as from 
the reservoir and urine samples. were also analysed to detect the presence 
SJ�17'W��6IWYPXW�SFXEMRIH�F]�ƽS[�G]XSQIXV]�WLS[IH�E�ZIV]�WQEPP�RYQFIV�
of double labelled counts in the enzymatically disrupted biopsies. Reservoir 
samples taken immediately after arterial MSC infusion showed a relatively 
high number of double labelled counts, which indicates that MSCs can travel 
through the kidney and are not fully retained at single pass. Reservoir samples 
taken at a later moment in time during the perfusion showed a lower level of 
circulating MSCs, indicating that the cells stop circulating over time. The arterial 
line perfusate samples showed very similar results.

����(IXIGXMSR�SJ�-VSR�0EFIPPIH�17'W�HYVMRK�214�MR�ER�16-
The T2 weighted scans generated during and shortly after the infusion of the 
PEFIPPIH�17'W�HYVMRK�214�GSRƼVQIH�XLEX�XLI�17'W�GER�MRHIIH�FI�XVEGIH�XS�
XLI�VIREP�GSVXI\��8LI�QSWX�WXVMOMRK�ƼRHMRK�[EW�XLEX�MR�E�[IPP�TIVJYWIH�OMHRI]�
the distribution of the MSCs was very inhomogeneous (Figure 5).
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� � ����������������E� � � ������������F

*MKYVI��� Anatomical, T2 weighted MRI sequence of a whole porcine kidney during normothermic 
ex vivo perfusion, in which water is typically displayed as white and iron (particles) will display as 
black. Examples of coronal reconstructions (a) baseline; (F) shortly after the infusion of 1 million 
FeraTrack labelled MSCs. The dark areas in the renal cortex represent the MSCs.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first study in which human MSCs were 
administered during NMP of porcine kidneys. We added MSCs intra-arterially 
after 60 min of NMP and this did not lead to any changes in haemodynamics. 
On immunohistochemistry, it became apparent that after NMP most MSCs 
that were retained in the kidney were located inside the lumen of glomerular 
GETMPPEVMIW��8LIWI�ƼRHMRKW�[IVI�GSRƼVQIH�[MXL�ƽYSVIWGIRGI�QMGVSWGST]�SJ�TVI�
PEFIPPIH�17'W��%W�XLI�GETMPPEV]�TSVIW�SJ�KPSQIVYPM�EVI�WMKRMƼGERXP]�WQEPPIV�XLER�
cultured MSCs it is quite plausible that the majority of cells remain inside the 
capillary lumen and do not migrate to other structures during perfusion [18–20]. 
Moreover, the relatively short NMP duration will most likely not allow for enough 
XMQI�XS�QMKVEXI�XS�SXLIV�WXVYGXYVIW��8LI�ƼRHMRK�XLEX�WSQI�KPSQIVYPM�GSRXEMRIH�
QYPXMTPI�ƽYSVIWGIRX�TSWMXMZI�KPSQIVYPM��[LMPI�QSWX�RIMKLFSYVMRK�KPSQIVYPM�HMH�

not contain any at all, might be explained by anatomical heterogeneity in the 
microvasculature leading to MSCs following the path of least resistance during NMP.

Although we were able to determine the number of circulating MSCs in a 
perfusion set-up without a kidney, we have not fully succeeded in determining 
the exact number of intact MSCs, which are located in the kidney after several 
LSYVW�SJ�214��YWMRK�ƽS[�G]XSQIXV]��6IPMEFP]�GSYRXMRK�IZIR�WIZIVEP�QMPPMSRW�
of infused MSCs among the billions of native renal cells proved to be quite 
challenging. Although microscopy clearly showed intact MSCs in renal tissue 
after NMP, we could not convincingly count large numbers of MSCs localised in 
XLI�OMHRI]�[MXL�ƽS[�G]XSQIXV]��8LMW�GSYPH�FI�HYI�XS�XLI�JEGX�XLEX�XLIVI�[IVI�XSS�
many kidney cells in the enzymatically digested samples and too few total counts 
could be made to detect a substantial number of MSCs. The small number of 
positive counts could also be explained by the negative effect of the inevitable 
IR^]QEXMG�HMKIWXMSR�SJ�OMHRI]�XMWWYI�MRXS�E�WMRKPI�GIPP�WYWTIRWMSR��XS�EPPS[�ƽS[�
cytometry), which is performed using collagenase. Recent research has shown 
XLEX�GSPPEKIREWI�LEW�E�WMKRMƼGERX�MQTEGX�SR�UYEPMX]�EW�[IPP�EW�UYERXMX]�SJ�MRXEGX�
MSCs [21].

We found that, in the perfusate, the number of MSCs decreased during NMP. 
As this was seen in the experiments with and without a kidney, it is probably the 
VIWYPX�SJ�GIPPW�FIMRK�I\TSWIH�XS�TVIWWYVI�ERH�ƽS[�HYVMRK�XLI�TIVJYWMSR�MXWIPJ��8LI�
fact that MSCs are tissue-adherent by nature, but are forced in a continuous non-
physiological suspension during perfusion, might also play a role in the cell death 
[22]. After all, MSCs are tissue-residing stromal cells that may not be particularly 
adapted to the conditions inside blood vessels or perfusion tubing. As the cells 
HIGVIEWI�QSWX�VETMHP]�HYVMRK�XLI�ƼREP�LSYVW��WLSVXIRMRK�XLI�TIVJYWMSR�XMQI�
might result in better survival. Also, pre-conditioning, e.g. cytokine-activating, 
17'W�TVMSV�XS�I\�ZMZS�EHQMRMWXVEXMSR�GSYPH�FI�ER�MRXIVIWXMRK�JYXYVI�VIƼRIQIRX��
,S[IZIV��XLIVI�MW�IZMHIRGI�XLEX�XLI�FIRIƼGMEP�IJJIGXW�SJ�17'W�HS�RSX�WSPIP]�VIP]�
on their viability [23,24].

A possible limitation of our study could be that we used human MSCs in a 
porcine kidney. This might have led to a xeno-effect. However, this is relatively 
unlikely as our plasma and leukocyte-free NMP system did not incorporate an 
actual immune system and only a small number of tissue resident leukocytes 
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may have been present during NMP. Moreover, research has shown that 
mesenchymal stem cells are well tolerated in an allogeneic or xeno-setting. 
Hence, when the kidney is transplanted and the pre-transplant infused MSCs 
come into contact with the host immune system, this should not lead to any 
negative effects [25–29].

This study did not focus on the effect of MSCs on renal function during 
NMP. This was a deliberate decision, as we feel it is of the utmost important to 
ƼVWX�MRGVIEWI�SYV�JYRHEQIRXEP�ORS[PIHKI�EFSYX�XLI�PSGEPMWEXMSR�ERH�WXVYGXYVEP�
integrity of MSCs during NMP of a kidney. In addition, renal function is usually 
only very minimal during ex vivo organ perfusion and thus not a reliable marker 
for organ viability [30]. The best setting to test such functional outcome is in 
experiments that also incorporate actual transplantation. Before transplantation 
experiments are conducted, we feel that the next step should be to investigate 
cytokine secretion and post-NMP viability of infused MSCs. Hence, when we 
start to transplant MSC-treated kidneys we will have a better understanding of 
what effects can be expected. As it is our hypothesis that ischaemia-reperfusion 
injury could be mitigated, and because post-transplant renal function is superior 
as a result of MSC infusion during NMP, we are planning future porcine studies 
in which kidneys are actually transplanted to allow a much longer follow-up and 
functional assessment in vivo.

In conclusion, this study showed that it is possible to add cultured MSCs 
during NMP to an isolated porcine kidney in such a way that MSCs reach and 
reside in the kidney, with at least a small proportion of the administered cells 
remaining structurally intact and detectable. We were able to visualise MSCs 
in glomerular capillaries after their administration to the NMP circuit, but only 
when infused numbers were as high as 107. Transplant studies are needed to 
determine whether targeting ischaemically damaged donor kidneys with MSCs is 
MRHIIH�FIRIƼGMEP�JSV�KVEJX�JYRGXMSR�ERH�WYVZMZEP��8LI�TVIWIRX�WXYH]�LEW�TVSZMHIH�
XLI�ƼVWX� MQTSVXERX� MRWMKLXW� MR�WYVZMZEP�ERH� PSGEPMWEXMSR�SJ�GYPXYVI�I\TERHIH�
17'W�HYVMRK�214��ERH�GER�FI�GSRWMHIVIH�E�ƼVWX�WXIT�MR�IWXEFPMWLMRK�QEGLMRI�
perfusion as a platform to administer cellular therapy to damaged donor kidneys. 
Thus, an exciting new window of opportunity might emerge to actively pre-
condition isolated organs in a fully controlled setting and in the absence of an 
immune response, before they are transplanted.
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